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Metastable triplet helium molecules, created in helium nanodroplets by elec-

tron bombardment, become trapped in surface states. Photo induced elec-

tronic transitions of a molecule result in its detachment from the cluster. It

is subsequently detected when it emits a secondary electron upon reaching a

nearby surface. We have found that there are two di�erent characteristic

energies with which the molecules are emitted, one thermal and one much

larger. We have also found that the spectral lines are asymmetric, but the

peaks are only slightly blue shifted from their values in the free molecule.

PACS numbers: 67.40.Yv, 36.40.Vz, 34.50.Dy, 68.10.Jy

1. INTRODUCTION

Much of what we know about superuid helium has been learned

through the study of its interaction with microscopic probe particles, both

charged and uncharged.1 Charged particles interact strongly, often distort-

ing the liquid over nanometer distances into larger composite structures

(ions). Neutral particles (impurities) perturb their environment less, and

o�er the potential for studying more subtle features of the system. In ei-

ther case, however, the interaction of these probes with each other often can

overwhelm their separate interaction with the superuid. This can make it

di�cult to carry out the kind of precise experiments which would provide the

most revealing information. The introduction of helium cluster beam meth-

ods, pioneered by Gspann,2,3 and more recently developed and exploited by

Toennies,4,5 Scoles,6,7 and their collaborators, by ourselves,8 and by others,9

has provided a new possibility of circumventing these di�culties. While of-
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ten motivated by the desire to study the e�ect of �nite size on superuidity,

their more lasting value may be to allow study of the interaction between

the liquid and a single probe particle in isolation.

Our present interest, and the topic of this report, is the neutral

metastably excited states which are produced in large helium clusters (nan-

odroplets) by electron bombardment. Such states are well known from stud-

ies in bulk helium,10 where spectroscopic studies have shown11 that the

longest lived species is the triplet (a3�+
u
) helium molecule in a bubble state.

Their formation in and attachment to clusters is also well documented.3,5

Our previous studies12 have shown that it is possible to study them in clus-

ters by spectroscopic methods also, even though their density in the beam is

very low (� 103cm�3). The mechanism which we have proposed to explain

this unusual sensitivity is that the metastable molecule initially is weakly

bound to the cluster surface and the e�ect of a photo induced electronic

transition is to detach the molecule from the cluster. We then count the en-

ergetic secondary electrons which are emitted by these molecules when they

reach metal surfaces surrounding the beam. These previous studies were

made with a monochromator and a continuum IR light source. We detected

the b a (�2000nm) and c a (�900nm) molecular electronic transitions

and studied their rotational structure in the zero vibrational state. In partic-

ular we found a highly non-thermal rotational distribution in which only the

J = 1 and J � 13 states were appreciably populated. The monochromator

resolution in those studies was limited by the low intensity source (e.g., to

16nm for the c a transition), and it was not possible to resolve individual

lines. Recently, inexpensive and fairly intense laser diodes in the 900 nm

range have become available and have allowed us to test some of the above

hypotheses. In particular we can now pulse the light and study the time

delay for the detached molecules to reach nearby surfaces, and we can also

resolve two of the rotational lines and detect a small shift from their vacuum

positions. These new experiments will be described below.

2. APPARATUS

Our apparatus is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Helium gas ex-

pands from a stagnation chamber at T0=7.5K and P0=20.7 bar through a

5�m nozzle, NZ, into a di�erentially pumped vacuum system. Under these

conditions a beam is formed containing a broad mass distribution of clusters

of characteristic size N� 2�106.13 After passing through a skimmer, SK, the

clusters pass through a radial electron impact excitation cell, C, (character-

istic electron energy �30eV), where various charged and metastable cluster

states are produced. Charged clusters are deected and the neutral compo-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the apparatus.

nent continues on into an interaction region. Here it is crossed by an infrared

light beam in the black rectangular region above a channel multiplier, CEM1.

The distance from C to the interaction region is 76 cm and the ight time

is 4.2ms. The interaction region is de�ned by � shaped Cu plates, CP, with

holes through which the beam passes. The plates are normally biased nega-

tive with respect to grid G1 so that electrons will be directed towards CEM1.

When the metastably excited cluster beam is present we observe counts on

CEM1. This counting rate increases when the IR light beam is tuned to the

transitions of the a3�+
u
molecule. By using the grids G1 and G2 as a stopping

potential analyzer we have determined that these signals arise from electrons

with energies <7eV, together with a small neutral component (� 10% of the

total). A second detector is mounted downstream from the �rst, and is bi-

ased so that it only responds to this neutral component. Both detectors can

be moved vertically, and may be interchanged relative to the light beam as

well. For these experiments we principally have used two multimode � 1W

laser diodes as light sources. The �rst, at � = 917 � 2nm, could be modu-

lated with a 4�s pulse width, and was used for TOF studies. The second,

near � = 913nm, was weakly temperature tunable and by using it in com-

bination with a monochromator we could obtain a resolution of .3nm over

the spectral range 907 to 915nm. Both of these diodes overlapped various

molecular lines near the c a(0� 0) band head. We also occasionally have

utilized a 1 kW tungsten lamp to provide a broadband continuum IR source.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our �rst observation is that when the broadband light source drives

the light induced signal in the interaction cell, the neutral component of the
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Fig. 2. (a) Time of ight of molecules from detachment point to �rst surface

collision, for various di�erent distances D between the light beam crossing

point and the downstream surface. (b) Time of ight of particles emitted

perpendicular to the cluster beam axis measured with CEM2, for di�erent

detector distances, d, from the axis.

spontaneous background signal observed by the downstream detector was

signi�cantly decreased. This indicates that both signals arise from the same

source, and that the e�ect of the light is to induce a permanent change in

the excited cluster. This is consistent with the hypothesis that one signal

arises from spontaneous and the other from light induced detachment of

metastable molecules from clusters.

Our next experiments involve measuring the delay time between when

these particles are excited by a light pulse and when the resulting counts

arise at CEM1. The grids were biased to attract any electrons released in

the interaction region immediately into the CEM1. Thus, since we pre-

sume that their source is the collision of released triplet molecules with the

metal surfaces surrounding the beam, the experiment should measure the

molecule's time of ight from the point of detachment to the �rst surface it

reaches. The results are shown in Fig. 2a, for four di�erent distances, D,

between the light beam crossing point and the end plate. Rather surpris-

ingly, it shows that there are two TOF peaks. The faster component, with

a delay time � 15�s, shows no dependence on D, while the slower compo-

nent shows a TOF (� 20 ! 60�s) which is approximately proportional to

D. Our interpretation of these results is that the slow component is emitted

isotropically in the cluster frame with vrel �120m/s. The cluster velocity is

�180m/s, so in the lab frame the detached particles are con�ned to a cone of

half angle � 40� and mostly strike the end plate. Thus the TOF is roughly
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Fig. 3. Normalized detachment spectrum near the band head at high reso-

lution. The gas phase values of the spectral lines are shown below.

proportional to D. The fast peak corresponds to energetic particles emitted

essentially isotropically in the lab frame, and their TOF is insensitive to

D. To check this hypothesis, we substituted detector CEM2, which detects

only the neutral particles moving perpendicular to the beam axis, for CEM1,

and measured the TOF spectra as a function of its approximate distance,

d, from the axis. The results are shown in Fig. 2b. As expected, we see

predominantly only the fast component, and from its dependence on d we

estimate its velocity to be in the 1000 ! 2000 m/s range. Assuming the

mass is indeed the molecular mass, the fast particles have �0.1eV energy, a

signi�cant fraction of the absorbed photon energy, while the slow particles

are thermal, with typical energy �7K.

Our �nal experiment was an attempt to resolve the detachment spectral

lines near the c a(0� 0) band head using the laser diode/monochromator

combination described above. The result is shown in Fig. 3, where we

plot the light induced detachment signal normalized to light power vs. �.

The gas phase values of the lines14 are shown below, with those expected

to be present from our previous experiments5 shown as �lled bars. If we

assign our two peaks at 915.2 and 913.7 nm to the R(15) and R(13) tran-

sitions, they are slightly blue shifted from their gas values, by an amount

(�.3nm) which is near to our experimental calibration accuracy and resolu-

tion. These data are also consistent with our previous conclusion that the

J = 3 ! 11 states are missing. It is interesting to note that these lines
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are signi�cantly narrower and less shifted from their gas values than in the

bulk liquid experiments.11 Moreover, these transitions are asymmetric, with

signi�cant high energy tails. This is a strong indication that the molecules

reside on the surface of the droplet, rather than in an internal bubble state

as in the bulk case. Our tentative interpretation of the two di�erent emitted

energy groups is the following: If the initial transition is to a bound state of

the excited molecule, either with the cluster as a whole, or with one or more

neutral atoms,7 then the radiative decay of that state is likely to leave the

molecule on the repulsive part of the potential. This would convert a signif-

icant fraction of the initial excitation energy to recoil, and could account for

the energetic recoil group. If, on the other hand, the molecule is detached in

the absorption process and leaves the surface in the excited electronic state,

then there is not much extra energy available for recoil. The recoil momen-

tum is low, and subsequent radiative decay in the vacuum won't change

it signi�cantly. This mechanism could account for the group emitted with

thermal energies. In fact, this process presents a very interesting possibility

for learning about cluster dynamics as well, since by controlling the available

energy and measuring the molecular recoil momentum one can extract the

cluster recoil energy and momentum by applying conservation laws.
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